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ABSTRACT 
The existing motion editing methods don't take collision between the limbs into account potentially producing 
implausible motions. Facing this problem, in this paper we present an integrated framework of motion editing 
for producing collision-free motion in real-time. We first provide an efficient scheme for collision detection 
based on skeleton model, which can fast find the penetration between limbs of human body. Then we provide a 
novel scheme for constraint generation, which embeds the motion characteristics and inter-frame coherency into 
the constraint generator, and preserves the qualities of the original motion and motion consistency in the target 
motion. Finally, we show how to apply the Kalman filter to constraint resolve in a real-time manner. Comparing 
to other existing methods, our method not only can obtain the collision-free motion in real time, but also can 
preserve the original characteristics as many as possible and generate the new motion similar to the original 
motion. Experiment shows that our approach is very useful in producing natural and collision-free motion and 
efficient enough for application in animation system and game. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Motion capture technique is an increasing popular 
approach for generating realistic human motion. 
However, the captured data is only for special person 
in performing specific motion. Whenever the model 
or the environment is changed, the data must be 
edited account for different anthropometric scales or 
reaction to environment interactions.  
In the past few years, researchers have developed 
various constraint-based motion editing techniques 
[Tak05, Gle98, Lee99, Shi01, Cho00]. These 
techniques mainly focus on deforming the captured 
data to satisfy the given constraints and generating 
new natural-looking motion. But they seldom 
consider the potential collision between limbs of the 
articulated figure. Behavioral reasonable properties 
may therefore be lost in the editing process, making 
motions appear unrealistic. For example, if we simply 
transfer walk motion of a thin character to a fat man, 
the hand will likely to interpenetrate the body. So, 
detection and avoidance self-collision are vital for the 
human-like animation. 
Although the collision-free is so important in motion 
editing, unfortunately, producing collision-free 
motion is still a difficult task. Firstly, collision 
detection algorithm can determine if the 
interpenetration has occurred in the editing process. 
Virtual human model is typically represented by 
thousands of meshes. Since these meshes need to be 
updated and overlapped test according to the 
movement of the human body at each frame, the cost 
of this computation is huge. Secondly, in addition to 
fast collision detection algorithm is required, a real-
time constraint resolve algorithm is also necessary to 
further accelerate the computational speed. Finally, 
as we know that the motion editing methods are 
based on the reference motion, thus it is important to 
preserve the original motion characteristics in the 
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editing process without extra computation cost. 
Unfortunately, current motion editing techniques are 
largely difficult to satisfy the last two requires at the 
same time. 
Overcoming the challenges outlined above, 
combining with the techniques of collision detection, 
constraint generation and constraint resolve, we, in 
this paper, present a novel approach to generate self-
collision-free motion in real time.  
The main contributions of our approach as follows: 
(1) We select Oriented Bounding Boxes (OBBs) as 
the coarse hierarchy representation of human body. 
For the human model, the OBB can easily be 
constructed and updated. Moreover the OBB can 
bound the geometry tightly and efficiently eliminate 
the meshes that are absolute collision-free within a 
frame. 
(2) We provide a fast collision detection method. 
Unlike the previous methods, we integrated the limit 
of kinematic reachability for joint into the collision 
detection algorithm. The pair of bounding boxes that 
can not close each other won’t be checked. Thus, the 
number of pairs to be detected will substantially 
reduce. In addition, the method can be applied in 
other research fields, such as the robotics.  
(3) Applying the kalman filter to per-frame resolve 
the constraints. Different from the previous method,   
kalman filter not only can accurately deal with the 
nonlinearity of constraints, but also can minimize the 
difference between before and after the motion 
editing. Thus the pose at each time frame can be 
optimal estimated and the characteristics of the 
captured motion can be well preserved in the final 
motion.  
(4) Presenting a constraint generation technique. Per-
frame method requires acquire the end-effector 
kinematics constraints for each frame in advance, 
However the existing methods of constraint 
generation, such as key frame interpolation [Bin98] 
and reusing the end-effector position of the performer 
to the target character [Cho00, Bad93], only can 
guarantee the interaction between the target character 
and the environment, the motion characteristics of 
original motion will be lost. For this reason, we 
present a reasonable and efficient method of 
constraint generation by integrating the captured 
motion characteristics and inter-frame coherence into 
the constraint generator.   
The rest of this paper is organized into several 
sections: We begin our discussion with related work 
in section 2, and then provide an overview of our 
scheme in section 3. Technique of constraint 
generation is provided in section 4. In section 5, 
kalman filter is applied to per-frame resolve the 
constraints in real time. In section 6 we describe our 
method of self-collision in detail.  We demonstrate 
some experimental results in Section 7. Finally we 
conclude the paper and discuss the future work in 
section 8. 
2. RELATED WORK 
2.1 Collision Avoidance 
To our knowledge there is little work in human 
motion animation that edits captured motion 
considering the collision avoidance. However, many 
algorithms in other research fields have been 
designed with the same goal.  
In the robotics field, collision avoidance and path 
planning are very crucial techniques, and many exact 
and heuristic solutions have been developed [Can88]. 
With the increasing number of the DOF (Degrees Of 
Freedom), however, the computing complexity of 
these methods grows exponentially. Obviously, these 
solutions can not satisfy the requirement of collision 
avoidance in human animation.  
In the physically based animation field, collision was 
detected and dynamic equations were applied to 
simulate collision response [Ban95]. However, in 
human motion animation, when some key frames are 
changed to avoid collision, the whole duration of the 
motion, rather than local, should be modified 
correspondingly. So for the human motion animation, 
instant reaction is not a good choice. 
In the inverse kinematics field [Hua96, Zha94], they 
use the sensors to detect the collision, and collision 
avoidance is integrated into the inverse kinematics 
equation. But the method is progressive: each time a 
collision is detected, the inverse kinematics brings 
the end-effector to a particular place. Thus, the 
motion goes from one place to another place in the 
end, which does not ensure a coherent or realistic 
motion.  
Close to our problem is the work of J-
C.Nebel[Neb00], who was interested in generating 
collision-free motion with key-frame interpolation. 
After collision has been detected, his method creates 
new sub-key frames between the given key frames. 
Then these key and sub-key frames are interpolated 
to create new collision-free motion. However, the 
key-frame interpolation may severely lose the 
original characteristics of captured motion, thus 
makes very hard to generate a new motion similar to 
the captured motion. Facing this problem, we present 
an integrated framework of motion editing for 
generate collision-free motion. Comparing with 
Nebel’s work, our method can well preserve the 
characteristics of the captured motion. We also 
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develop a new self-collision detection algorithm 
special for the articulated model in our method, 
which can significantly accelerate the detection rate. 
2.2 Motion Editing 
Motion editing has been well-studied in the past few 
years and some of commonly used methods are based 
on spacetime optimization and per-frame methods. 
Gleicher [Gle98] presented a method using the 
spacetime optimization technique within the whole 
motion duration. In his method, inter-frame 
cohenrence can well be preserved in the target 
motion, but the computation is huge and only can 
deal with short motion sequence at interactive speed. 
For the per-frame method, it can handle infinitely 
long motion sequence in real time, but the inter-frame 
cohenrence is difficult to be guaranteed in the editing 
process. Lee and Shin [Lee99] divided the motion 
editing problem into per-frame inverse kinematics 
following by B-Spline fitting. Tak[Tak05] applied 
kalman filter and least-squares filter. Both techniques 
use per-frame method with a post filter to smooth the 
motion. But the two phases will interact in some 
cases. For example, post filter will ruin the 
kinematics constraints done by per-frame resolve. 
Recently, Choi and Ko [Cho00] developed an on-line 
retargeting method based on per-frame inverse rate 
control, Shin et al [Shi01] also presented an on-line 
technique based on IK and the notion of dynamic 
importance of end-effectors. Without the post filter, 
the two methods maintain the inter-frame coherence 
by inputting the continuous path. However the 
existing per-frame techniques do not introduce an 
acceptable method to generate constraint trajectory, 
which not only can satisfied specified constraints, but 
also can contain the captured motion characteristics. 
For this problem, we provide an elegant solution to 
develop a reasonable constraint generator.  
2.3 Collision Detection 
Current approaches to collision detection seldom deal 
with self-collision detection of chain structure, but 
rather propose general methods. These approaches 
are usually divided into two main classes: one is 
based on features, and the other is based on bounding 
volume (BV) and spatial decomposition techniques. 
The feature-based approaches [Van97, Bro01] 
exploit the spatial and temporal coherence and 
compute minimal separation distance. However they 
are only suited for the case of simple convex 
polyhedron. Therefore, the method can not handle 
self-collision detection of human body. Human body 
is a very complex polyhedron containing thousands 
of meshes. Typical examples of BV include axis 
aligned bounding boxes (AABB) [Van97] and 
oriented bounding boxes (OBB) [Got96b]. 
Hierarchical structure include sphere [Qiu94], cone 
tree, k-d tree and octrees [Sam89], other special 
representation also include binary space partitions 
(BSP) [Nat90] etc. Although these methods can be 
used to detect self-collision of human body, but that 
is very wasteful. According to analyses above, we 
apply the OBB hierarchy to represent human body, 
combine the separate axis theorem and the method of 
triangle-triangle test to detect self-collision, together 
with the topology information and joint reachability 
limit to avoid checking collision-free limb pairs. 
3. OVERVIEW 
In this study, we present a method to generate 
realistic and collision-free motion in real time. The 
method combines our previous work [Liu05] with 
collision detection technique. Figure 1 demonstrates 
the flow chat of our method. The constraint generator 
is first applied to generate constrains, which satisfy 
the given constraints. Then kalman filter is used to 
edit the captured motion according to the given 
constraints. Next the edited motion is sent to a 
collision avoidance system and self-collision between 
limbs is detected. If there is no collision, which 
means the result is correctly. Otherwise, based on the 
detected result, we interactively correct some key 
frames to avoid collision in the next editing step. 
That is to say, adding new constraints to the original 
motion. Finally the corrected key-frame is fed back 
to constraint generator to reconstruct a new constraint 
trajectory for the end-effector of human body. The 
procedure will iterate until the final motion is 
collision-free and satisfies the specified constraints. 
caputure motion
collison detection
collision free
interactive specify
constraint
final  motion
collision
avoidance
strategy
performer
skeleton data
constraint trajectory generator
kalman filter
interactive
correct
key-frame
collision
Figure 1.The flow chart of motion editing with 
collision avoidance 
4. CONSTRAINT GENERATOR 
Constraints are some features that are to be preserved 
or changed in the target motion. They contain three 
kinds of data: the constraint type, the scope of the 
constraint and constraint value. Specification of   
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constraint is an important step, because constraints 
will directly control the properties or details of the 
target motion. For example, if we specify the 
restriction of elbow in advance, it won’t bend 
backwards or obtain unrealistic target motion. 
Our constraint resolver is based on per-frame kalman 
filter approach. Since per-frame method need specify 
constraints at each frame, we can write the constraint 
as , , where is the constraint 
value at time t, is the scope of the constraint. 
For the different type constraint, has different 
expression. 
)(tM ],[ 10 ttt∈ )(tM
],[ 10 tt
)(tM
4.1 Kinematics Constraint 
As we stated earlier, our motion editing method is 
based on reference motion. So original motion 
pattern should be well preserved in the target motion, 
otherwise the existence of the reference motion has 
no sense. Up to this point, we not only need consider 
satisfying the given spacial constraints, but also must 
integrate the characteristics of captured motion into 
constructing kinematics constraint. (See detail in 
[Liu05]) 
How to contain the motion characteristics into the 
kinematic constraint is a great challenge. In our 
method, we solve it from the following two steps: 
(1) Since the joint angle data of captured motion 
contains some important motion features, and the 
forward kinematic expression can restore such 
features effectively, we construct a base end-effector 
constraint trajectory by entering the captured 
data and skeleton information of target character 
 into the forward kinematic equation .  
orgq
ettl arg fkf
),()( arg ettorgfk
org lqftM =　      ],[ 10 ttt∈
Although captured motion characteristics have been 
well preserved in this trajectory , it still can 
not completely satisfy the given constraints. In the 
next step, we will further modify the base constraint 
trajectory according to the given constraints; 
moreover, we should avoid losing motion 
characteristics as few as possible.  
)(tM org
(2) How to modify the constraint trajectory is another 
important problem. The Result of the motion 
frequency analysis [Unu95] has proved that low 
frequency components of a motion stand for the basic 
ingredient of a motion, such as motion amplitude, 
while high frequency components denote the motion 
details. Consequently, in order to preserve the 
original motion characteristics as many as possible, 
we apply the technique of displacement mapping to 
construct kinematic constraint trajecotry, thus will 
avoid adding new high frequency information to the 
target motion. So the final constraint expression can 
be written as  
)()()( tdtMtM org +=        ],[ 10 ttt∈
Where is a displacement trajectory, which can 
be obtained by linear or cubic interpolation based on 
the displacement value . The can be computed 
by subtracting the  from at time , 
that is:  
)(td
kd kd
)( k
org tM )( ktc k
)()( k
org
kk tMtcd −=
 
(a) Two different character models  
 
(b) The original motion of bending over  
 
(c) The edited  result based on the end-effector 
trajectory of the performer 
 
(d) The edited  result based on our constraint 
generator 
Figure 2: Compare the edited result based on  
the different constraint trajectory  
Figure 2 proves the advantage of our method. The 
red curve is the end-effector of performer, the black 
curve shows the trajectory of the motion that is 
generated by directly transferring the captured data to 
the target model, and the yellow curve is the 
trajectory constructed by our method.  Compare the 
edited result following on different constraint 
trajectory, we can see, that our result (d) is more 
similar to the original motion (b) than result (c) does. 
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4.2 Joint Limit Constraint 
A joint value of a human is generally bounded to a 
valid domain， ],[ maxmin θθ . Once the limitation is 
broken, the motion will look unrealistic or 
uncomfortable.  To solve this problem, we add joint 
limit constraint into our constraint generator. So the 
joint angle of the target motion is within the specified 
limits.  
When the joint angle q  exceeds the specified 
limit ],[ maxmin θθ  , we reduce the  to the given 
limits. Thus, the corresponding constraint expression 
can be written as follows: 
q
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
<
>
∈
=
minmin
maxmax
maxmin ],[
)(
θθ
θθ
θθ
qif
qif
qifq
tM  
5. KALMAN FILTER RESOLVER 
To obtain the reasonable and realistic motion, both 
the constraint generation and the constraint resolve 
are two equally important aspects. An efficient 
resolver need to adjust the pose according to the 
specified end-effector constraints in real time manner, 
while keep the characteristic of the original motion. 
For this purpose, we use the UKF [Wan97] 
(unscented kalman filter) to solve the constraint in 
real time.  
UKF is a method of optimal state estimation, which 
can accurately handle the non-linear constraint, and 
minimize the difference of pose between before and 
after motion editing. In our method, the inputs are the 
captured data  and the specified constraint 
at ith frame. Here, the captured data is 
regard as state value and the constraint as 
actual observation value. The output is the new 
desired pose. During the editing process, we can 
further control the final pose based on the input value 
of the process mode and the constraint expression 
[Liu05]. The algorithm can be described as follows:  
org
iq
)( itM
org
iq
)( itM
Algorithm: 
For each frame ,  i
1) Process model 
The process model is defined as:  orgii qx =−
Where is the process model, equaling to the 
captured motion data at ith frame. Since the original 
motion contains excellent motion quality, we select 
the as the process model. Thus we can easily 
estimate the similar target motion. In this step, if 
is a n-dimension vector, we need to set a n×n 
diagonal matrix, , as the input value. Here 
relates to the displacement of each DOF in the 
editing process. Moreover, it can further control 
whether some DOF is changed before and after 
editing. 
−
ix
org
iq
−
ix
−
iP
−
iP
2) Calculation of the sample points 
Given an n-dimension vector , we can calculate m 
sample points
−
ix
mχ , m = 2n +1. These sample points 
completely capture the mean and covariance of the 
vector .  −ix
−= ix0χ  
nmPnx miim ,,1))(( L=++= −− λχ  
nnmPnx nmiim 2,,1))(( L+=+−= −−− λχ
In whichλ  is a scaling parameter (see [Van01]). 
3) Measurement model 
Since the given constraints must be satisfied in the 
editing process, we define the constraint expression 
as the measurement model. That is, 
)( mm fY χ=    nm 2,...,0=  
mY  is the predicted measurement value of the mth 
sample point. The mean is approximated by a 
weighted sample mean: 
−
iy
m
n
m
m
mi YWy ∑
=
− =
2
0  
The weight is given by: 
)/(0 nW
m += λλ  
βαλλ +−++= 20 1)/( nW c  
)(2/1 nWW cm
m
m +== λ     nm 2,...,1=
4) The gain of Kalman filter 
T
im
n
m
im
e
m
yy yYyYWP )()(
2
0
−
=
− −−= ∑  
T
im
n
n
im
c
m
xy yYxWP )()(
2
0
−
=
− −−=∑ χ  
1)( −= yyxyi PPk  
5) Update of state value 
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Based on the specified constraint , new pose 
 at 
)( itM
ixˆ i-frame can be computed by:  
)(ˆ −− −+= idesiiii yMkxx  
6. SELF-COLLISION DETECTION  
In this section, we present an efficient and real-time 
self-collision detection method. The method can be 
divided into two phase: the coarse phase and the fine 
phase. The coarse phase quick eliminates the meshes 
that are absolutely collision-free within a frame based 
on OBB. While the fine phase identifies how many 
meshes are indeed overlapping in all potential 
collision meshes. 
6.1 Hierarchical Representation of OBB 
6.1.1  Construction of Bounding Box 
Before building the hierarchical representation of the 
human body, we need to decide what type of 
Bounding Volume (BV) to be used. Here, we apply a 
cost equation [Got96] to select a reasonable BV. For 
a human body, we believe that OBBs is a good 
choice. There are two reasons why we choose the 
OBB against other kinds of bounding volume: 
 (1) OBB can fit the original model as tightly as 
possible, thus the number of checking overlap in the 
fine phase will reduce significantly.  
(2) The human model can be described as kinematic 
chain consisted of limbs, and every limb is nearly 
symmetrical, so the OBB hierarchy can be easily 
constructed and updated without any extra cost. 
Since the kinematic chain of human body is generally 
subdivided into limbs corresponding to the bones, 
and each limb includes a subset of triangle meshes 
relative to the whole triangle meshes of body, so we 
can construct an OBB for each limb and compute the 
size of OBB according to the subset of triangle 
meshes. An OBB is a rectangle box defined by three 
axes, three radiuses and a centre superposed to the 
centre of the corresponding limb. Because every limb 
is nearly symmetrical, we select the main axis of 
OBB along the connection orientation between the 
child joint and the parent joint, and then the other two 
axes can be obtained by the covariance matrix of the 
subset of the triangle mesh. As for the three radiuses, 
they can be computed by maximum and minimum 
extend of mesh subset along each axis. The 
construction of OBB is shown in figure 3.  For the 
special limbs, such as the hip and shoulder, we note 
that they have two symmetrical and relative fixed 
bones, so the two bones can be replaced by a new 
bone to construct bounding box, as shown in figure 4.  
 
Figure 3. Skeleton, human body and OBB 
hierarchy model 
 
Figure 4. The OBB of hip: the black line means 
the bones of left hip and the right hip, 
respectively; the red line stands for the 
replacement bone; the yellow rectangle means 
the bounding box of the hip 
xy
z
 
Figure 5. The OBB hierarchy of upper limb 
with five subdivisions along the bone, the 
coordinate is selected in terms of the upper 
arm, and x axis is the main axis 
In order to eliminate substantially the collision-free 
meshes, we further subdivide each OBB into several 
parts along the main axis (the orientation of bone). 
Therefore the limbs is divided several parts by the 
sub boxes and these sub boxes can bound the limb 
more tightly than its parent box. Because we only 
need to test the pair of triangle meshes falling in the 
sub-box in the fine phase, the computational 
complexity is further lower. An example is shown in 
figure 5. 
6.1.2 Obb Update 
Whenever the change is applied to the freedom of 
human body, all bounding boxes that contain the 
affected joint need to be updated, so efficient update 
of OBB is crucial for the effectiveness of the 
collision detection. In the process of updating, the 
vertex position of the bounding box and its sub-
box are unchanged in the local coordinate system B, 
and the origin of the local coordinate system can be 
presented as a rotation matrix  and a translation 
vector T relative to the global coordinate system A. 
So for each update, the vertex position  in the 
global coordinate system can be computed by; 
BP
B
AR
AP
TPRP B
B
AA +⋅=  
So, our method can update the OBB at linear cost. 
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6.2 Collision Detection 
In the coarse phase, we first detect collision between 
different OBBs, if the two OBBs have overlapped, 
we continue down the OBB hierarchy detecting 
collision between different sub-boxes, until all 
potential collision sub-boxes is detected. The phase 
can quick eliminate the collision meshes.  
Collision detection between two OBB can be handled 
by the theorem of separating axis [Got96a]. For two 
OBB in space, there are 15 potential separating axes 
to be tested. Every OBB is projected onto these axes 
to form an interval, if the two intervals have not 
overlap, which means the two OBBs are collision-
free. 
For the human body containing N parts and N-1 
joints, the number of OBB pairs that must be check 
is: . For example, in our model, N 
= 23, the number of limb pairs to be checked is 253. 
So the computation is huge. However, the human 
body is also different from the general chain, and the 
movements of its joints are all limited in a specified 
range. That means some pair of limbs are absolutely 
collision-free, for example the neck will never 
penetrate the thigh or the head. Based on this idea, 
we can utilize the limit of joint to pre-compute all 
potential collision-free limbs. Thus, the number of 
limb pairs which must be checked can be 
significantly reduced. 
2/)( 2 NNP −=
The above method works well in “rejection test”, but 
if two objects have collision, the method needs to 
divide the OBBs continuously to detect potential 
collision. With the increasing of the number of sub-
box, the performance of detection will slow down 
severely. For this reason, we use triangle-triangle 
detection [Tom97] to detect collision among triangles 
meshes in the fine detection phase. 
7. Example 
The articulated figure in our experience has a total of 
23 limbs and each has 3 DOFs. The number of pairs 
should be checked is 253. Considering the kinematic 
reachability limitations, the number of remaining 
pairs will lower to 127. The computation reduces 
significantly.  
In this experience we reuse the jump motion data to a 
target model. Figure 6 shows the original motion of 
the performer, and figure 7 shows the result that we 
transfer directly the captured data of straight jumping 
to the target model. Since the limb length of the 
virtual character is different from that of the 
performer, collision occurred: the hands penetrate his 
head. In figure 8, we drag the hand to a desired 
position, feed back the new constraint to constraint 
trajectory generator, and then build a new constraint 
trajectory 
 
Figure 6. The original motion 
   
 Figure 7 Transferring the original data to the 
target character, collision occurred 
   
 Figure 8: The final motion with collision free 
8. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we provide a new method for editing 
the motion-captured data to produce the collision-free 
motion in real time. The central idea of our method is 
to integrate the issues of collision detection, 
constraint generation and constraint resolve to 
produce the collision-free motion. Further more, for 
each of these issues, we all provide an elegant 
solution. Comparing to other existing methods, our 
method not only can obtain the collision-free motion 
in real time, but also can preserve the original 
characteristics as many as possible and generate the 
new motion similar to the original motion.  
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